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Abstract
VWorst case identification is about obtaining guaranteed bounds for parameters using data cor-
rupted by noise belonging to certain sets D. The bounds are functions of both the richness of these
sets and the structure of the information the disturbances possess, about the input. Motivated by
these issues we formulate for a fixed set D, problems corresponding to varying degrees of information
that the noises possess.
Next. equipped with these formulations we revisit the problem of identification under uniformly
bounded noise. Negative results here leads us naturally to low correlated noise sets. The upshot
is that the standard stochastic identification can be replaced by worst case identification on dis-
turbances belonging to such sets. In contrast to the stochastic results which come with confidence
intervals our results come with hard bounds on the uncertainty. In addition the e sample complexity
is polynomial.
Keywords: stochastic identification, worst case identification, sample complexity, averaging prop-
erties.
1 Introduction
System identification deals with the problem of building mathematical models of dynamical systems
based on observed data from systems and a priori knowledge about the system. Researchers have
traditionally approached this problem where the uncertainty is often characterized by noise. In
other words any mismatch between the model and real data is attributed to noise. Moreover the
models of noise are primarily stationary stochastic processes. A standard reference that deals with
the stochastic setup is [16]. Although, this is appropriate for open loop problems like filtering,
estimation and prediction, it is not clear that this approach is appropriate for dealing with unmodeled
dynamics, quantization noise and other issues which come up in the context of robust feedback
control. Furthermore, in robust control one is usually concerned with guaranteeing performance in
the face of uncertainty, and these models derived from a stochastic view point come with confidence
intervals i.e. bounds not guaranteed, and thus it is difficult to reconcile this theory with robust
control.
In keeping with the spirit of robust control several researchers have considered aspects of system
identification in a deterministic framework. This has come to be known as "robust control oriented
system identification". This generally means that the identified model should approximate the plant
as it operates on a rich class of signals, namely signals with bounded norm, since this allows for
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the immediate use of robust control tools for designing controllers [2, 3]. This problem is of special
importance when the data are corrupted by bounded noise. The case where the objective is to
optimize prediction for a fixed input was analyzed by many researchers in [6, 17, 19, 20, 21, 24]. The
problem is more interesting when the objective is to approximate the original system as an operator,
a problem extensively discussed in [34]. For linear time invariant plants, such approximation can
be achieved by uniformly approximating the frequency response (in the '7Hl-norm) or the impulse
response (in the £l norm). In 7-,, identification, it was shown that robustly convergent algorithms
call be furnished, when the available data is in the form of a corrupted frequency response, at a set
of points dense on the unit circle [10, 11, 12, 8, 9]. When the topology is induced by the fl norm,
a complete study of asymptotic identification was given in [30, 31, 32] for arbitrary inputs, and the
question of optimal input design was addressed. Related work on this problem was also reported in
[7, 14, 15, 18, 22, 23]. For example, [10, 11. 12] have considered LTI models with a known decay
rate and amplitude bounds and have constructed various algorithms for robust W7OO identification.
On the other hand [30. 31. 32] have considered the problem from an information based complexity
viewpoint aiming at charact.erlzing what is identifiable in a fundamental manner and their approach
canl be summnarize(d thus: given some a priori knowledge about an unknown plant and measurement
noise, together with soIme constraints on the experiments that can be performed, is it possible to
i(dentify the plant accuratelNy enough so that the resulting model can be used for a "prescribed
objective"' This problem can be viewed as a game between the experimenter and an omnipotent
adversary who attempts to choose a disturbance to minimize the accuracy of this estimate.
In contrast [28. 4. 27] have addressed the following question: Given a mathematical description
in terms of equations involving uncertainty, do there exist values of the uncertainty in a given class
such that the equations have a solution? In this setting one is not concerned with obtaining all
possible plants but instead is content if the set description is one possible answer to the question.
Thus this forms a nice dichotomy of views in that one aims at obtaining all possible consistent
descriptions and the other aims at one possible consistent description. In this sense from the point
of view of robust control the former can be termed as a worst case scenario and the latter can be
termed as best case scenario.
Thus in order to have a theory for deterministic identification one has to start with the in-
formation based viewpoint and suitably generalize the work done in [30]. We borrow from game
theory literature and formulate worst case identification as an upper value of a two person zero sum
game (see [33]). The two agents in our context would be the disturbance and input (algorithms).
The concept of information structure of a game (see [13]) comes in handy and one can model such
diverse effects as sensor noise, quantization noise and unmodeled dynamics. Unlike the worst case
problem the bounds obtained here are not hard bounds. On the other hand there is no other way
of reasonably formulating a problem where this information interplay is captured.
We next revisit the problem of identification under uniformly bounded noise. Such noises capture
a large class of interesting effects by overbounding. Consequently, it is generally impossible to
identify a plant. Equipped with this information and motivated by recent results of [25] we consider
set description of noise satisfying certain averaging properties (see Section 3). We show that this set
contains bounded i.i.d processes with high probability. Furthermore, under worst case identification,
true plants can be recovered arbitrarily closely and with polynomial sample complexity.
2 Notation
We standardize the notation we use for the rest of the paper.
1. IR": Space of real valued sequences
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2. e,: Subspace of iR' consisting of uniformly bounded sequences
3. Bed,: Unit ball in £_
4. 36f, _ { Ed C R IlR lldl < 6}
5. f:' Space of absolutely summable sequences
6. e2: Space of square summable sequences
7. N-dimensional subspace of RW: N = {d E RI' di = O, V i > N + 1}
8. Truncation operator: P,,(x) = (z(0), x(l), .. .z(n),O, 0...)
9. n-window autocorrelation with lag T: r (-r) = - x'n~oi (r + i)x(i)
10. n-window cross correlation with lag 7: rzy(T) = -' x(T- + i)y(i)
11. Expected value o veir (listribution i,: £,1A
12. f(n) -= 0(n) if lin,,_, 0(n)/n -+ C where C is some constant.
3 Problem Formulation
MIuch of engineering is based on mathematical models of physical systems that describe how inputs
and outputs are related. It is recognized that one seldom has an exact description of a physical
system. Thus anyi mathematical miodel has an uncertainty associated with it which represents the
mismatch between the ilathemlatical model and the physical system. Some of these uncertainties
may be of parametric form referred to as modeled uncertainties as opposed to some that can be
referred to as unmodeled uncertainties, for example the unknown coefficients of a differential equa-
tion are the modeled uncertainties and sensor noise, quantization error, nonlinear dynamics, linear
dynamics corresponding to higher modes etc are the unmodeled uncertainties in our lexicon. It is
undesirable and indeed impossible to get a better description of the so called unmodeled dynamics
and they are better dealt with by overbounding. Thus these unmodeled uncertainties are better
represented as elements belonging to sets in appropriate function spaces. Of course the sizes of
these sets requires the expertise of the modeler but can be estimated.
Assume that the true plant or the component which is the object of our identification is such
that:
Go E S = {G(O) I 0 E .M}
i.e. for some 0o E M, Go = G(0o) An experiment of length n is conducted by applying the input u
to the system and the output y is related to the input u in general by the relation:
y = Go * u + d
where * above refers to the convolution operation, u belongs to U, the input set that can be used in
the experiment. In future, for ease of exposition we drop the explicit use of the symbol *. Here we
take U C B3Oo and indeed this is desirable in order that the outputs are bounded and unnecessary
dynamics are not excited. Disturbance d is in a set D and its purpose is to capture measurement
errors and unmodeled dynamics. Further we require the set D) to possess the following properties:
1. The disturbances should be reasonably rich, i.e. it should be persistently exciting; for example
uniformly bounded signals satisfy this but disturbances belonging to £2 don't.
2. In general we allow disturbances to depend on the length of window of data under consideration.
We require such disturbances to satisfy a nesting property, i.e. truncated disturbances for a
larger window should contain disturbances in a smaller window. Indeed, this is necessary for
consistency.
An identification algorithm is a mapping 0 which generates an estimate 6n = q(Pnu, Py) E M
based on a window of data of length n given the input and output sequences of the experiment. The
estimation error is then given by
e,(u, y, ,o) = fIlG(O) - G(0o)ll (1)
Remark: Note that one could define the estimation error as a function of disturbances d instead
of the output y and we do so in the sequel. Further, the estimation error is parameterized as a
function of the true plant.
3.1 Worst Case Identification
Definition 1 Let the input u (possibly stochastic) and the algorithm q be given. The worst case
error e,,((u. d, O. O) is defined as
lw·Jor(O, u) = sup sup e,(u, d, 0, 0)
0EA'i dcD
Remark: Let d(I - arg max Wor, i.e. the worst case disturbance. We note two characteristics of
this formulation:
1 ) For m. < n in general. P,, d; 5 d , i.e. worst case disturbances cannot be modeled as operators
over inputs since we allow a change in their strategy depending upon the length of the experiment.
2) Disturbance has knowledge of future inputs, i.e. they are noncausal.
We do not define the infimum over all algorithms since one can rarely compute it. On the other
hand we follow [30] and define the diameter of information which will provide a useful lower bound.
In future whenever it is clear from the context we drop the reference to the superscript n.
1. Uncertainty set after n measurements:
U,(M, u, y, Dn) = {G(0) I 0 E M; Pn(y - G(0)u) e D,)
Remark:: Note that the nesting property assumed for the disturbances precludes the
possibility that as n increases the uncertainty sets may become disjoint.
2. Diameter of the uncertainty set:
Dk (M, u, ) = supdiamUn(M, u,u * G() + d, D)
O,d
Doo (M, u, D) = lim sup D, (M, u, D)
n--oo
Dj(M, D) = inf D (M, u, D)
uEU
where diam(K) = supg,hEKllg - hll.
3. Finally, one can define e sample complexity and a related quantity S(k) which we refer to as
"scaled sample complexity". Here, k is some fixed constant greater than one.
S' = min{nlDn(M,u,TD) < D o(M, u, D) + e}; Se =min SE
uEU
S(k) = min{nlD,(M,u, D) < kDoo(M, u, D)}
Combining the above concepts we get:
Proposition 1
Dk(M, u, D) < Vwor(3, u) V 0, u E U
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Figure 1: Information Structure
3.2 Disturbance with causal information
Iln the sequel we will assume that the input is a possibly stochastic discrete valued process with finite
state space. The experiment spans nr + 1 time steps. A state is defined as the possible history from
() to 7n + 1 of the input denoted by X and is a complete specification of the state. Let Q = {b} be
the set of all possible states. The true state is gradually revealed to the disturbance from 0 to n + 1.
The revelation process (i.e. information structure) can be represented by the event tree as shown in
figure 1. An event tree is a subset of Q. A partition of Q gives a collection of events {El,..., Em}
such that
Ez, Ej = , Vi, j
U Ei =Q
At time t, information about the input available to the disturbance is represented by a partition
Ft= {Et,,.
. .
, Et,),}. For example, in figure 1, Fo = {Q};31 = {{wl,w 2}, {w3,w 4,w5 }} etc.
Remark: Ft+,, Vs > 0 is a finer partition than Ft if the disturbance has infinite memory.
Notice that unmodeled dynamics with finite memory can be modeled too.
The disturbance is a process dt adapted to F, i.e.
~D .|dt = dt(:t)
The problem of worst case identification with information adaptation is defined as:
Vf-= sup S {en(u, d, 0, 0)} (2)
dt EDT7OEM
The expectation is taken over distribution of u. If V. "- 0 then we define the e sample complexity
as
SF = min{N I Vf < e;V n > N}
In general these problems can only be solved using a dynamic programming approach and the
calculations are very messy.
3.3 Mixtures
Continuing on the lines of the previous section one can further restrict information structure to
one where disturbances have access only to the distribution from which the input is picked. In
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game theory parlance this is referred to as a mixed extension. Basically we expand the space of
strategies so that the asymmetric information is somehow redeemed in that the disturbance then
has the knowledge of the measure on the strategy space from which the input picks its strategies
but not the specific sample function. Thence, if the input consists of an i.i.d. process the problem
degenerates to the case where the input and the disturbance pick their strategies simultaneously.
We formulate this problem in the sequel. Consider a probability distribution 4 over a space U. 4
is a non-negative, real valued function defined over U such that V)(u) = 0 except for a countable
number of u E U and
E V(u)= 1
uEU
Note that we could choose ,I to be a continuous process but we stick to discrete processes instead to
reduce the technical burdenl. Next we define the mixed extension of worst case identification. The
disturbance in turn can choose aniy continuous stochastic process from a set R of possible distribu-
tions on D. The following game then can be viewed as a worst case over probability distributions.
Definition 2 The mnized extension of a worst case identification of length n is characterized by
F = (9, . E) where 9. A consist of all probability distributions AV, '3 over U, D and
E(i , 3) = /D : een(u,d)4(u)d/ 3(d)
where e,,(. ) is as in Equation 1. (we have dropped reference to the algorithm X and parameter 0).
The mixed error is given by
Vmi x = inf sup E(), 3) (3)
In general it is difficult to solve the above problem and one often chooses a specific input policy i.e.
4,-, distribution of input and evaluates the value of the game. In such a case we will have:
Vmix(4') = sup E(V), 3) (4)
Remark: If one picked probabilities that were atomic, i.e. +'(u) = 1 for some specific strategy u
then vmix = vwor. The following proposition combines the various formulations.
Proposition 2 Let the input u, possibly a stochastic process, be given. Then
Vmix < VF <• Vwor
Proof. : This follows from the infimum in Equation 3 and Equation 4 with 4' atomic. U
Finally, we define e sample complexity when V"ix -10 0 as:
Snix = min{NIV. < e; V n > N}
4 Uniformly bounded noise
We obtain results for the three different formulations in this section for the following description:
M = {0 E W 0 = 0, n V [0, m]}
D = Bteo (5)
U = 13eOL
Note that D captures some e, stable perturbations in addition to other forms of noises. In particular,
consider figure 2. The disturbance can be thought of as originating from a perturbation such as
IAllF, < 6.
VWe proceed as ill [30(). 1] and calculate the worst case estimation error and the scaled sample
complexity. Results on sample complexity also appear in [26].
Theorem 1 (Worst case) Diameter of uncertainty set given n data points is bounded from below
by 6.
Dn (AM, u, D)
2(, '') > Vzor((b u) > 6
Scaled sample complexity is bounded from below exponentially in f(1/k) uniformly over all n, k, u, &.
S(k) > 2 mf(l/k), k > 1
where f () is given by
1-a 1 -a 1±a 1± 1+f(n() = 1 + log + log (6)
2 2 2 2
The above result states that n1o mlatter what algorithm one devises the error is bounded from below
)by d. In addition the scaled sample complexity is exponential for any fixed constant k. The result
is hence unsatisfactory on two counts. First, we cannot make the diameter arbitrarily small and
second we have to conduct an extremely large number of experiments to learn the plant within some
factor of the minimum diameter. WVe want to analyze whether this is a result of the information
structure of the problem. Unfortunately, analyzing situations with arbitrary unmodeled dynamics
is hard. Therefore, we only consider some illustrative examples in this context.
Example 1 (static nonlinearity and causal models) Let A: ·I -4 R with A(0) = 0 be a mem-
ory less nonlinearity in the scctor(-6, 6) and now consider the input-output structure in figure 2.
Further, let m = O. i.e. FIR of length 1. We want to find V' where . corresponds to the partition
of the state space where the disturbance has information only about the present input and not of the
past.
We have
y(i) = u(i)h(0) + d(i), d(i) = A(u(i))
Suppose the estimate is given by 0(u, y). Consider any two plants 01 and 02 such that 01 -0 2 = 26.
Let
92 -61d(i) = 2 u(i)
The output y(i) is identical for both the plants. Therefore, with disturbance chosen as above, no
algorithm cannot distinguish between the outputs from the two different plants. Thus we have
26 = £{l01 - 021} < £{10 1 - O(u,y)j} + £{102 - O(u,y)f}
Implication is that atleast one of the terms {1S01 - 0(u,y)I} or S£{l2 -- (u,y)[} should be greater
than 6. Therefore,
vr > 
We extend this result to one where uncertainties have memory in the following example.
Example 2 (unmodelled dynamics i.e. YFt = {Uo,..., ut}) Let,
Yi = ui-101 + di, di = A(uo, ... ,ui) e [-6, d]
We wish to find Vn-.
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Choose di = A(ui-), then this problem transforms to the one dealt with in Example 1. We then
obtain that VI > .6
Thus we see that restricting noises to have causal information makes no difference in terms of
diameter of uncertainty. Next, we further relax the problem to the one formulated in Section 3.3 in
the sequel.
Theorem 2 (mixtures) Suppose ,D, i, M are defined as in Equation 5 then for some distribution
u" over the set 1t it follows that:
lim En = 0lira mix-
Smix _ ( 2 )
Proof. Let the input u be a Bernoulli process with covariance matrix A of dimension n x n where
it is the length of the experiment. Let the joint probability distribution of the input u be given by
t'. Finally, let d = (dj,)L 1=. i.e. n dimensional column vector obtained by stacking the disturbance.
Further let the estimate given n data points be
n (Pn1, Pn.y) = {hk}= 0
hk - - U1m+i-kYm+i
i-=O
This happens to be the least squares estimate. Next, we calculate the value of the mixture:
Imix =S£3 (H/i-hjI2) 1Ef:gV. ) ( ui-idj)2
=1 j=T m
< £3 dTAd< <n 2(n - m) 2 n-rm
Now
inf sup E(gl, 3) < sup E(O*, 3) <
d¢ f -- vn--m
and hence the result.
The above result can be easily generalized to more complex model structures by using a min-
imum prediction error approach. This theorem asserts that with worst case among probability
distributions, the resultant estimation error goes to zero with polynomial e sample complexity. This
captures the usual cases in stochastic literature and further generalizes the result there, in that the
disturbance is no longer required to be stationary. Also, this result can be generalized to the case
where disturbance has some knowledge of the input and we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1 Let A : IR -- R with A(0) = 0 be a memory less nonlinearity in the sector(-6,6).
Further, let h be strictly causal finite impulse response filter and w be bounded noise diwlloo < 6)
then l 7 -4 0 and Se < 0(1/e 2 ).
Proof.
m
Yi = E u ih + +i)  w
1=1
Then we see that the estimates are independent of Au + w since ui is i.i.d and it follows by appli-
cation of the algorithm in Theorem 2 and by direct computation that estimation error goes to zero
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Figure 2: General Setup
asymptotically with polynomial sample complexity. U
IIn summary, the effects of noise and unmodeled dynamics were overbounded in a convex balanced
set D). The effect of this can be realized by considering a set of the form
an = inf{a EC I + Pn((cah) * u) E D n P,, u c U}
In words we are looking for scaled versions of systems h which can be represented by some pertur-
bation of the form in figure 2 (take M0o = 0). Indeed, in order that identification leads to arbitrarily
good estimates we need an, to get small as n grows. In other words there should be some decompo-
sition between the disturbance set and the plant we wish to identify. In the next section, equipped
with this insight we consider a different class of disturbance.
5 Correlated Noise
Thus we are now at cross roads in that changing information structure wasn't very fruitful for the
uniformly bounded noises. Thus we need to restrict the disturbances somehow. As a first try, one
could for instance choose 2D to be some £p space with p < oo. However, this is not very useful
because the disturbance is not persistently exciting. This means that one could in practice wait for
the disturbance to get arbitrarily small before recovering the output. Furthermore, such sets are
much smaller than the sample functions that can be generated in a standard stochastic setup.
Motivated by recent results of [25] we consider a low correlated noise description in the sequel
instead. This set seems to answer some of the questions raised heretofore. We develop the material
along the lines of [16] and [29], two standard books on system identification.
Definition 3 Let 2DN denote the following subset of RW.
1N
YN N 0
The following proposition is immediate.
Proposition 3 The following statements are true:
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N n L3 3(N)f C ODN. 3(N) = V7N
2.
Tv n tfl C Do,(N), o(N)= L YVNVJ
'DN C DN+1 V N
x/Nl- E C3Ve2 n /N e DN
where iJ~J is the largest integer less than or equal to p.
Proof. The proof follows by direct substitution and is omitted. U
Remark: The first statenment states that any arbitrary but bounded disturbance of small mag-
nlitude is allowable ill D N'. Simrilarly, in short enough windows one can choose arbitrary disturbances
with prespecified amplitude. This thus offers a nice dichotomy in what the disturbance has in its
arsenal.
The third statement says that the disturbance has a nesting property which is desirable in an
identification context. As discussed earlier, this is important in that with new arrival of data, plants
which were viable earlier are further refined. Infact, this is one of the main reasons for considering
this description as opposed to that in [25].
Now we want to ascertain the value of the correlation rate we need to work with to satisfy twin
objectives:
1) Polynomial sample complexity.
2) Rich disturbance set.
This is done in the sequel.
5.1 Upper and lower bounds on %N
Before proceeding to derive the identification results we need to recognize that for uniformly bounded
noises the scaled sample complexity is exponential. Indeed, we don't want to end up with a correlated
noise set whose complexity is exponential. Thus we need to assume the right rate of decay for 7YN.
On the other hand a large decay rate would render the noise set to be extremely limited. In this
context we want atleast white noise processes to be contained in our set asymptotically. A condition
when this happens gives us a lower bound on y,,. Thus there are two forces at play, one resulting from
the need to have polynomial sample complexity and the other resulting from wanting a sufficiently
rich set. In the next subsection we obtain a necessary condition for scaled sample complexity to be
polynomial. This serves as an upper bound for yN.
5.1.1 Upper Bound
We address the issue of optimal correlation: i.e. what is the minimum correlation the disturbance
sets could suffer in order that the identification problem does not lose polynomial sample complexity.
We limit our discussion to FIR model sets here.
Recall that Se characterizes the minimum length of experiment required to reduce the diameter
to e. Here instead we are interested in the minimum length of the experiment that leads to a bound
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6 of the diameter of uncertainty. To this end consider the following set:
I 621DN= {d e PN I ZF IE d ()I < -YNv}
r=0
For ease of exposition we let ,. = vN . The following theorem is on the lines of that in [1].
Theorem 3 Let e > 0 and 7in the length of the FIR, we wish to identify be given. Further, suppose
.V, the number of measulrements satisfies




Proof. We assume that m7 < .\ i.e. the number of measurements is greater than the order of
the plant. Indeed. such an assumption is valid since for low rates of correlation the number of
measurements required is greater than the order of the plant. First observe that BeAOO C DN.
Let the true plant be zero and input u, E {-1,1}. Let h e {- , 6}m and uniformly distributed.
Now consider the probability of not being able to discriminate between this plant and the true plant
with an experiment of lengthl Y. Thus we are looking for
{h E Mim I lju * hIlo, < wN6 } (8)
We need to calculate the probability that we cannot distinguish between a plant in this set and the
true plant. To this end consider:
P(PN,(uX * ) V DN) < P(IIu * h)llo > WN 6)
m+N
< Z P(l(u * h)(/i) > WNM)
< (m + N) nax P(l(u * h)(i)l > wNe6)i<N
• 2NP(I mhuj-I_ > WN6
< 4N2-mf(wN"/e)
where f(.) is given by Equation 6. The last inequality is a consequence of the well known Chernoff
bound and is proved in [1]. If we have
4N2 - m f(wNo/f) < 1
then there is an element h e { -, }m with positive probability satisfying Equation 8.
Next, note that the above is true if mf(wN6/e) > O(log(N)). Since the argument in the entropy
function is close to zero we can consider a Taylor series expansion around zero (this exists because
f is infinitely differentiable). From the well known Taylor's theorem we can bound the error for
large N. Consequently, if m > O(6 21( ) there is an h in the set which can not be
discriminated from 0. Thus
SE >N
Corollary 2 For -YN = log(N)-P where p is some fixed number S* (K) is not polynomial in m.
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Proof. A bound on S*(k) is obtained by replacing 6/e by 1/k in Equation 7. Now we substitute
for A' any polynomial form in m in Equation 7 with this modification. It follows that Equation 7
(with the modification) is satisfied and hence the result. U
Remark: The same holds for decay rates of the form 'Ym = log m log m,... Thus if polynomial
sample complexity is desirable the polynomial decay of the correlated noise is in some sense necessary.
5.1.2 Lower bound
We have determined that the upper bound on the decay rate should be polynomial in order that
we obtain polynomial sample complexity. In the sequel we assume that I/N = CN - ', ao > 0. Here
we show that such disturbances contain persistently exciting signals of arbitrary order in that it
contains bounded white noise processes with high probability (i.e. asymptotically).
Lemma I (Richness) Let x(0), x(1), x(2), ... be bounded independent identically distributed ran-
1do7n variables with 0 mean. Then
P({(t)=o n PN e DN) 1-4
Proof.
P({-(t)} nt f Dy,,) = P I S Xi~X± |Ž CN 2 -a) < £(Qr (T)f)
0 Z=0 r=O
where the last inequality is obtained by the well known Markov inequality (see [5]). Next, consider
Ir I ()I • |r IT) + Ir (jT)I
where
Tr-1 3r--1
NrN (T) = E Xi i+ r + E XiXi+r +±'
0 2r
2r-1 4 Tr-1
Nrx2(T) = E Xii+-r + E xii+r +
r 3T
Each of these sums are i.i.d and hence we get
(1rz (7)1) < £(QrN (T)1) + £(r N ()1)
Now. we use Jensen's inequality (see [5]) to obtain
S(([Ir N (rT)2)1/2) <1
(Note that we cannot use the law of large numbers here because we are looking for a uniform bound
over all lengths of sums). Thus if a > 1/2 then we have
P((x(t) n IPN ~ DN) < 2 N-_ O0
Thus for polynomial correlation with a > 1/2 we obtain both properties, i.e. possibly polynomial
sample complexity and rich noise set.
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5.2 Cross correlation properties
We derive technical lemmas on cross correlations and relegate the proofs to the appendix.
Remark: In all the results that follow we make the implicit assumption that as the number
of measurements AN. increases, tile disturbance signals are consistent with the set 'DN.
Lemma 2 (Correlation) Let u be a bounded periodic signal with period m, d E DN where N is
an integer multiple of m then
m~m
E(rUd (i))2 < CN
i=O
We lift the restriction that N be an integer multiple of m in the following corollary.
Corollary 3 Let u be perzodic with period m and d E DN and N be the number of measurements
then
Ir;d(T)l < Cv;WN- "1/ 2
(rd," (/))2 < C.¥o
1=0
Next, we somewhat relax the assumption that u be periodic. The price we pay is that u is no longer
persistently exciting.
Corollary 4 Let u E e2 and d E 'DN, T < N then
IrUd(T)l < CIUll 2N - /2
2.
E rufd(T)l < CuIIu2V'N - c/ 2
T=1
Theorem 4 Let y = u * g and d E DN then
1. If u is periodic with period m, g E el then
N-*oo
Iryd(O)l - 0
2. If u E e2 and g E 7-oo then
Iryd(0)l < CgIll112N-
where Cg is a constant which depends on g.
Remark: Theorem 4 characterizes the most important property of the correlated signal spaces,
in that we recover almost exactly the correlation results of the stochastic case without recourse to
any ergodicity.
Corollary 5 Let d = g * d, g E el and u periodic with period m, then
Ir,,a(0 N() 0 
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5.3 Consistency
In this section we present some results regarding the convergence of parameters to true estimates for
general model sets. We don't address the problem of sample complexity in this section. We are only
interested in partially pursuing the first formulation for the correlated noise case and characterize
model sets for which the diameter of uncertainty goes to zero.
Consider model sets of the form
S : y(t) = G(O)u + d, d E IDN, 0 E M (9)
We make additional assumptions on G(O) and u and the set .A quite standard in the stochastic
literature.
1. .2 is compact in the topology we may be interested in.
2. G is assumed to be continuous as a function of 0 in the topology we are interested in.
3. u is a quaksi statiollarv signal and generates informative data i.e.
(a) z(t) = (G(O)u)(t) converges for every 0.
(b) u generates informnative data if after infinite data points have been collected the following
holds
lH(G(0 1) - G(02 ))ul = 0 O G(O1) = G(02)
4. The true plant Go is in the model set i.e. G( 0o) = Go for some 0o E M.
Since we allow redundancies in the parameters 0 we ask for convergence to the following set:
M1 = -{01 G(0) = Go}
With the above definitions we present the main result of this section.
Theorem 5 Let the setup be as described above. Then there exists an algorithm 9(y, u) (where y is
as in Equation 9) such that 9,, converges to Qc as the number of measurements go to infinity.
Proof. We want to prove that
lim sup a, - Mc
nl-+oo
* Step 1: \Ve first define our algorithm. This is like the minimum prediction error approach
adopted in classical identification. With an abuse of notation we term this as the minimum
prediction error. Consider, V,(O) = Et=0(y(t) - G(O)u(t))2 , the prediction error for the first
n data points. The corresponding minimum prediction error algorithm can be defined as
n
n = argmin - (y(t) - G( )u(t))2
t=O
Remark: Since we are calculating the upper bound to the deterministic identification prob-
lem the above is indeed the best possible error estimate.
* Step 2: From Equation 4 we have that Vn( 0o) = n tn=o d(t)2. Define
AG(o) = G(0) - G(Oo)
and it follows that
n
Vn(0) = (AGu + d)(t))
t=o
= Z(A Gu(t))2 + - d( 2 + ryd(O)
t=O t=O
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Fix some 0 C SMe then the informativity condition 3 yields
lim - Z(AGu)(t)2 > co > O
Next from Theorem 4 for every fixed 0
rJd(O) -+ 0
Thus we have for every fixed 0
0 4 Mc V ;(0) > V;(00o), Vn > N(0)
* Step 3: Consider the following compact set (closed subset of a compact set)
A, = {81 inf 110- 0111 > }
O1 E2,:
Consider now the miniinunl prediction algorithm. Let B0 be the corresponding sequence of
estimates. We first prove that suPoE-A, N(O) < oc. Indeed, this would mean that On would
belong to A. , - A, in finite time. Suppose this is not the case, then there is a sequence 0i E A,
such that .¥(01 ) - oc. But 0' --* 0 since A, is compact.
Further, it follows from Step 2 that lIn(*.) - lVn(0o) > 3 > 0 Vn > n,. Now, G(O) is a
continuous function in 0. Thus there exists B(0., y) such that
'1;(0) - In(0 0 ) > P/2, vo E 13(O.,y), n > n.
This means that NA'() < n., V0 E B(0, -y) and this implies N(Oi) does not diverge. But since
the choice of e in A, is arbitrary
lim sup tn -* M4
n---oo
5.4 Asymptotics
We could consider differentiable model structures as in the stochastic set up to analyze the complexity
of the minimum error predictor but the analysis is not appealing, since at some stage we need to
assume non-singularity of a certain Hessian matrix with out any justification. Instead we consider
FIR or ARX type models and subsequently derive asymptotic properties of these structures. It is
well known in the literature that the minimum prediction error problem is the least squares problem
for such model structures and we therefore directly compute the complexity of the least squares
algorithm.
Remark: It should be clear that to get the estimation error to within m6 where m is length
of the FIR we are estimating, one needs to do just one experiment for the B,/e£o set of noises.
Moreover since -y can be allowed to go zero with the number of measurements the lower bound goes
to zero. This however does not preclude the possibility that the upper bound does not go to zero.
Theorem 6 There exists algorithms X, and inputs u, such that
lim en(u, d, 3, 0) 0
n-+oo
Se < O((m1 / / )
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Proof. Let u be a persistently exciting input of order m + 1 and periodic with period m + 1 (for
example a PRBS. see [29]). Suppose the measurements are recorded for N + 1 samples where N is
an integer multiple of in + 1. Let
AN ( UT(Nr, m)U(lN.m) l 1
AN ( AN
Then the estimate is given by
h(UN, YN) = ANUT (N, m)yN
where (U(N, m))ij = u(i - j) is the usual regression matrix of size N + 1 x m + 1 of the periodic
signal u. Let YN = [YO0 . .. YNv]T, UN = [UO,.. ,UN]T and dN = [do,..., dN]T . Now AN exists and
is bounded because u is persistently exciting of order m << N. Thus
lim a,,max(AN) < C1 < xo
N- oc
We now analyze this estimate. In the sequel we drop the indice on
UTdN
sup 11h(ul.',. Y,%) -- l Il< T-i SUP Ih - h 12 - + 1 sup 11A 112
Ih,d d N
UTdN
v< + ll ,,,,x(AN)II 112
HTdN
< C all U7NII 112
Hence from lemma 2 we have that
sup lh(UN, YN) - hi 1 < C3 ?nN - v"
h,d
From this it follows that S' < O((m/e)l//). ·
Remark: The assumption on the class of inputs may be perceived to be restrictive but on
closer inspection we see that the only assumption that is necessary is that the input be persistently
exciting of order m. + 1, periodic with some fixed period greater than m + 1 say P and then we can
use the results of corollary 3.
Furthermore, notice that for the case when a = 1/2 corresponding to the minimum value of a
that includes white noise the sample complexity is (9(m4 /e2 ).
For e2 identification we only need O(m 2/e2 ) number of measurements which compares well with
stochastic case.
Theorem 7 If our true plant can be described as A(A, 0)y = B(A, O)u + d where B, A are delay
operators of order ml,m2 respectively and HAII1 < C < oo. Then there exists algorithms St and
inputs u such that
lim en(u,d,,O0) = 0
n-+oo
Se < o((m• /llv)/ )
Proof. The proof follows almost exactly as the previous case. The only problem is in selecting an
instrument which we do so by first assuming u to be persistently exciting of order ml + m 2 and then
stacking the inputs u in a regression matrix of the form (proof follows closely as in [29]):
u(t) u(t + 1) ... u(t +N)
u(t- 1) u(t) ... ...
u(t-ml-m2) u(t-ml-m2+1) ... ...
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As in the stochastic set up we can rearrange the measurements in the form of a matrix:
y(t) (t) d(t)
y(t + 1) (t + 1) h d(t + 1)
y(t + N) ( L t + N) d(t + N)
v(t) = [y(t - 1), y(t- 2),..., y(t- ml), u(t), ... , u(t- m2)]
where Ih consists of parameters we wish to identify. Denote %N = [tb(t), (t + 1),..., V(t + N)]'.
Our algorithm now reads:
h(UN, YN) = ANUYN
where
AN = (UNIN)- 1
Thus the only problem that remains is to show that AN exists and is bounded. As in the stochastic
setup consider the noiseless case first (substitute d = 0). We know that if the sylvester matrix is
full rank AN is non-singular and is bounded. The noisy case is not tricky either for the additional
term goes to zero. To this end denote d = A(l d. AN can then be written as
AN = (AN)d=O +± R
where the additional term ft is given by f = [E, O] where E is
d(t) d(t + 1) ... d(t + N) T
d(t - 1) d(t) ... ...
E = UN
d(t - ml) d(t - ml+ 1) ......
Consider the ij term of E, it is given by
N
Z u(t + k -i)d(t k - j) = rud(i - j)
k=O
Invoking the fact that flrl//A[ is bounded and thus from corollary 5 it follows that every term in the
matrix goes to zero. The proof then follows exactly as in theorem 6. I
Remark: We don't have to solve problems in other formulations because from proposition 2
we have that Vmix, VF. also go to zero with polynomial sample complexity.
6 Conclusions
We have provided a framework, formulation followed with results for the uniformly bounded and
low correlated noise cases. In the low correlated noise case we obtain polynomial sample complexity
just like the stochastic case. Moreover unlike the stochastic case we obtain hard bounds on the
estimation error. It is to be seen whether the low correlated noise can be realized as the output
of some system. As in robustness analysis where one is interested in finding richer descriptions of
structured and unstructured uncertainties for which the problems are computationally tractable,
so also it is our contention that the endeavor for a practical theory for identification should be
to find richer mathematical descriptions under which deterministic identification is computationally
tractable. We hope that this analysis will form a basis for undertaking research in to finding tractable




rn- I1 pil m--1 mp mp
> (>3 u(i + k)d(k)) 2 3 >3 E> djdk.u(j + i)u(k + i)
j=O k=O i=O j=O k=O
mp mp
~= E um (j --k)djdk
j=O k=O
The last equality follows from the fact that u is periodic with period m. Next letting T = k- j, we
have
prl prrl p prn-j-
> " l(j- k)dd,, = d > rill(-T)djdj+
)=0 I-=0 j=O T=-j
r,, is periodic with perio(l 1rn. Furthermore, shifting the second summation by j is equivalent to
considering circular c(orrelogranls and we have:
mrip tnrp-j mp mp
3 >37 r7(T)djdj-l = I> 3r7(T)djdj-_j
J=O r=-J j=O r=O
mp
= 3rP(T)rM(T)| < CmN" 2-
T=0
The result then follows.
Proof. (Corollary 2)
Let p = LNJ where [xJ denotes the smallest integer greater than x. Then since d C DN from
proposition d E Dp. Hence we have
N pm N
E u(i k)d(k) = u(i + k)d(k)+ ± u(i + k)d(k)
k=O k=O k=pm+l
The second term is clearly bounded from above by Cm. Next for the first term we have:
m
frud(T)l 2 •< u rUd(T)I2
r=O
since u is periodic u(t + T + m) = u(t + T) then from lemma 2 the result follows. The second
statement follows from the first statement and lemma 2. U
Proof. (Corollary 3)
Define UN = (Ur,U+1,..., Ur+N) and UN = (UN,UN,...) E eNo. Now
N N 1 N( u(t + r)d(t )(t ) 2 < > (N E u(t + -)d(t))2
t=l r=l t=l
Next notice that ru(r)[ •< Iru(0)1. Now the proof follows as in lemma 2. The second part follows
from (1) in an obvious manner. *-
Proof. (Theorem 4)
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1 N N oc
ryd(0) -= ; (u * g)(t)d(t) = ' g-(j)u(t - j)d(t)
t=O t=0 j=O
N Z ZsE g(j)u(t - j)d(t)
j=0 t=0
Nwhere switching is allowed since g E el
1 P
- l p g(i)y u(t-j)d(t)
j=0 t=O
OG Ip1 00 o P
+ P Z g(j) u(t-j)d(t)
j=p+l t=O
where we have assigned A', p are multiples of p, m respectively. Since, 119112 < 11911l the
idea is to bound thle first term by Cauchy-Scwartz and the second by invoking the fact that
U P u(t - j)d(t)/llp < C and ( E C I. Let p be such that Ep+l lgjl < e/2, Vp > N1 then
x 'p
I -1 y(j) yu(t - j)d(t) < e/2, Vp > N1
J=p+l t=O
Now the first term
1 I 1 P 1P P 1 t 2) 1/ 2 < PI1 .q(i) Z i(t - j)d(t)l < 11gl112(p Z(Z u(t - j)d(t))2 )/ 2
j=0 t=O j=0 t=
The last inequality follows from lemma 2 and then since I is arbitrary we can bound this by
(/2. Thence we have,
Iryd (0)l < e, Vn > N
But e is arbitrary and the result follows.
2. Suppose u C t2, g E W7., this implies y = g * u E t2. Now from corollary 3 the result follows.
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